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e presented thesis is an exploration of compact imaging devices, which operate
using the method of Full Field Swept Source Optical Coherence Tomography, (FF-SS-
OCT). Particularly, the potential for a Compact probe head, (CPH), to be used as a re-
mote imaging device is explored, which could have many potential applications, such
as in endoscopy and in optical biopsy.
A novel design for an o-axis interferometer has been developed, which is encased
within the presented CPH to form one part of the FF-SS-OCT system. e other part
of the system is referred to as the operations part, which is grouped together with the
CPH to form the complete system. is is refereed to as the bulk version and has been
constructed and analysed. A capability of the bulk system of imaging a quasi-specular
5p coin has been demonstrated and A-scan, B-Scan and Fixed wavelength (FW) images
are presented.
In theory, the CPH could be separated from the operations part by a Coherent Fibre
Bundle, (CFB), transforming the CPH into a remote imaging device. is is then referred
to as the bundle version of the system. However, aempts at demonstrating the bundle
version experimentally were unsuccessful. Reasons for this failure are suggested and
some ideas for future work are presented.
In terms of the bulk version, a variation and general broadening of axial resolution
versus Optical Path Dierence, (OPD), was measured, which Master-Slave (MS) pro-
cessing was found to reduce. e axial resolutions of Fast Fourier Transform, (FFT), and
MS processing methods atOPD = 0 respectively were found to be; lcFFT = 15.29µm
and lcMS = 15.20 µm, however, the axial resolutions of the two methods were found to
diverge from each other with greater OPD, with MS processing securing a beer axial
resolution throughout the entire axial range.
e Signal-to-Noise Ratio, (SNR), of the system, at a scanning speed of 1 Hz, was
v
found to be 30.015 dB, much lower than that of commercial grade FF-SS-OCT systems.
e low SNR was a consequence of the dimensions of the probe, which meant only a tiny
fraction, < 0.3 %, of backscaered light from a scaering object placed in front of the
probe was collected and relayed to the detector. Furthermore, the common path design
of the interferometer meant that it was impossible to perform a balanced detection,
which would have otherwise signicantly improved SNR.
A set of experiments were conducted to analyse the SNR vs OPD, performance of
the system at dierent values of number of spectral frames, M . In the rst set of ex-
periments the fps rate of the camera was varied to increase M and in the second set
∆T was varied to increase M . In both sets of results a non linear proportionality be-
tween SNR performance and M was obtained, when the expected result was a linear
proportionality. e SNR as a function of exposure time, τ , was also obtained, which
demonstrated a general increase in SNR with larger τ as expected.
vi
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1.1 Imaging tissue with OCT
For imaging tissue, we would like to acquire high resolution sub surface images, without
causing harm or disturbance to the tissue. Imaging methods involving ionizing radia-
tion penetrate through the entire body, though oer poor spatial resolution and come
with the cost of delivering harmful radiation. Optical imaging modalities exhibit the
opposite features, providing no more than mm’s of depth penetration, yet producing
images at much greater spatial resolution, whilst also being non invasive, meaning no
harm is caused to the tissue.
Optical Coherence Tomography, (OCT), is a modern optical imaging modality capa-
ble of obtaining images of µm order resolution at up to 2mm− 3mm’s in depth, using
the principle of interferometry. It is unique amongst other optical imaging modalities
in that the axial resolution is determined by the coherence length of the light source,
and not by the Numerical aperture (NA) of the systems lenses.
A signicant development for imaging tissue has been the invention of Fourier
Domain-OCT (FD-OCT), which is capable of imaging structures at a signicantly en-
hanced Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), enabling ner layers of tissue to be resolved. FD-
OCT is widely applied in ophthalmology, where it is used to image the many ne layers
of the foveola of the retina. Speed is also an important parameter for in vivo imaging, as
a system must be fast enough to avoid generating motion artefacts. Swept Source OCT,
(SS-OCT), is a particular method of FD-OCT that provides extremely fast acquisition
speeds, in the order of hundreds of kHz, [1].
1
1.1.1 Optical Biopsy with FF-OCT
Optical Biopsy is the name given to the minimally invasive process of using light to
probe tissue in vivo, as opposed to conventional biopsy in which the tissue is physically
excised. is is executed by passing a miniaturised probe through either an orice
or a surgical opening of a patient. Surgical techniques employing endoscopy, such as
laparoscopic surgery, have become an integrated part of medical procedures, [5].
Conventionally, endoscopic OCT is conducted using single bre systems, which
employ a method of mechanical scanning to laterally translate a beam emied from a
single bre across an object. Such probes are non passive and complicated in design,
requiring a component to perform lateral scanning.
An aractive probe for optical biopsy would be be completely passive, simple in
its design and fast in its operation. An obvious method of meeting these demands is
to remove the process of lateral scanning, which requires employing a Full-eld OCT,
(FF-OCT), scheme. However, this is not possible using a single bre system, as only a
negligible region of the object backscaerd light can be collected by a single bre.
2
CFB for FF-SS-OCT
A probe head employing an FF-OCT scheme could potentially be realised with the use
of a Coherent Fibre Bundle (CFB), enabling a Full-eld probe head to be separated from
the bulk parts of a system. e CFB is essentially a thin exible imaging conduit formed
from a bundle of single bres, with each single bre representing a single pixel.
ere are a few reports of FF-OCT being conducted through CFB’s, the rst with
a tuneable swept source coming in 2009 from Helen D. Ford and Ralph P Tatam, [2].
In almost all cases a ’common path’ interferometer had been reported, which has been
necessary for conserving the degree of coherence between the two arms of the inter-
ferometer, and consequently in preserving SNR. ere are few exceptions to the design,
[3].
In a common path interferometer, both object and reference arms share the same
path Optical Path Length, (OPL), through a solitary CFB. Reported systems have typi-
cally either encompassed a forward facing Fizeau based interferometer at the probe end
the CFB, [4, 5], or a side viewing Michelson like interferometer [2, 6], both of which
have their limitations.
In the Fizeau based interferometer the Optical Path Dierence, (OPD), of the inter-
ferometer is necessarily dependent on the position of the probe relative to the object,
which limits its functionality. Furthermore, to the best of my knowledge, there are
no reports of forward facing Fizeau interferometers operating with a tuneable swept
source. e Michelson like interferometer, though reported with tuneable swept sources,
has the limitation of requiring a larger volume probe head, as an entire Michelson inter-
ferometer, including perpendicular arms, a central beam splier and a reference mirror,
must all be contained within the probe head.
3
Proposed Solution
e proposed probe encompasses a common-path o-axis Fizeau-like interferometer,
which facilitates the oblique projection of object and reference arms onto the input
face of a CFB, where they interfere and generate an interference signal.
An aractive feature of the presented probe design is its compactness. is comes
from the design of the interferometer, which is not limited in its compactness by the
conguration of its optical arms. Instead, the minimum size of the probe is only limited
by the properties of the lenses and the optical bres used within the interferometer.
eoretically, the proposed probe could be reduced in size until it is not appreciatively
dierent in its cross-sectional area to that of a CFB, presenting the potential for a min-
imally invasive system well suited for optical biopsy.
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1.2 Principles of OCT
Overview
OCT is essentially an application of optical homodyne detection, using interference of
two beams from the same source to generate volumes of an object, in real time and
with highly discriminating resolution in depth. It is typically used for non invasive in
vivo imaging of biological tissue, though is not limited to biomedical applications, and
is useful for any scenario in which high resolution and non invasive depth sectioning
of an object is desired. One such example is in art conservation, [7].
OCT can also be considered as the tomographic extension of Low Coherence Reec-
trometry, (LCR), extending the functionality of LCR from depth proling into volume
imaging. LCR creates depth proles of an object, referred to as Amplitude scans, (A-
Scans), which are essentially 1-Dimensional graphs representing the reectivity prole
of the object along the axial scanning direction. A number of A-scans can be collected
along a lateral line to generate a cross-section through the object, referred to as a B-scan,
while collecting A-Scans across a lateral plane generates a volume.
ere are two possible volume acquisition schemes in OCT, those involving lateral
scanning, such as Point-Scanning OCT, (PS-OCT), and Line Scanning OCT, (LS-OCT),
and those without, such as Full-eld OCT, (FF-OCT). In PS-OCT a convergent beam
is scanned laterally across a Field of View, (FOV), of an object, and a set of parallel
A-scans are obtained sequentially. e A-scans are then rapidly stitched together in
post processing to generate a volume. In FF-OCT a wide-eld beam is projected over a




We assume the simplest case; a system employing a bulk Michelson free space interfer-
ometer, in which a beam splier is used to derive two beams from the same broadband
source. e two beams, the reference beam and the object beam, are guided through
free space by a microscopy interface and are reected from a reference mirror and an
object under investigation respectively. ey are then superimposed and relayed to the
systems detector, where the electric eld of the superimposed beam is detected as an ir-
radiance and converted into an electrical current. When there is interference of the two
beams, the detected electrical current, iD, is not equal to the sum of currents detected
by the two beams individually.
A schematic of an OCT system employing a bulk Michelson free space interferome-
ter is given in Fig. 1.1, in which the reectivity and axial position of the reference mirror
and single object reector respectively are given by rRzR and rOzO.
To nd an expression for the detected current we rst consider a monochromatic
source, emiing light travelling in one direction, z, which for the purpose of OCT is the
axial direction along the depth prole of the object. e plane wave equation used to
express the electric eld emied from the source can then be given as,
~ES = ES(k, ω) · ei[kz−ωt]. (1.1)
ES(k, ω) is the electric eld amplitude of the light emied from the source, which is
dependent on its waveumber, k, and its angular temporal frequency, ω. e wavenum-
ber is the spatial frequency of the light and is related to the spatial periodicity, else
known as the wavelength or colour, λ, by, k = 2pi/λ. e phase of the electric eld at
axial position, z, and at time, t is given by [kz − ωt].
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Figure 1.1: Schematic Michelson Interferometer OCT system. BS: Beam Splier, rRzR:
Reference Mirror, rOzO: Single Object Reector.
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If we rst consider an object that is a single reector, and assume that the beam
splier is achromatic and with a lossless 50/50 spliing ratio, then the electric elds








· ES(k, ω) · rR · exp(i[2kzR − ωt])
(1.2)
In (1.2), rO and rR are the reectivities of the object reector and the reference
reector respectively, and zO and zR their axial positions relative to the beam splier
at the origin of the interferometer.









where (EO + ER)∗ is the complex conjugate of the superimposed beam, and 〈 〉τ
denotes time averaging over an integration time, τ . If we consider an array of pixels
as the detector, then the integration time is the duration of exposure onto the pixels.
Considering only one pixel, the induced photocurrent, iD, is the product of the pixel




· 〈ES(k)2〉τ · [r2O + r2R + 2 · rOrR · cos(2k(zO − zR)] (1.4)
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We can re-write (1.4) in terms of optical power, using the power spectrum of the
source, S(k), and the power reectivity of the object and reference reectors respec-
tively, RO and RR. Here we have made the approximation that
√
R = r, which is
valid for normal incidence. e power spectrum is related to the source electric eld by








RR · cos(2k(∆z)]. (1.5)
e oscillating cosinusoidal term is the phase dependent interference signal, an al-
ternating current, iA.C., which modulates the phase independent direct current, iD.C..
e axial displacement between the object reector and the reference mirror is given
by ∆z = zO − zR. It is seen from (1.5) how k and ∆z both aect the periodicity of the
interference signal.
e monochromatic source can be replaced with a broadband source and (1.5) will
remain true. Graphical illustrations of the two distinct photocurrents are shown in Fig.
1.2 and Fig. 1.3, in which S(k) is a broadband source emiing a Gaussian shaped power
spectrum. Shown is an iA.C. received from a single object reector positioned at some
displacement ∆z, where 0 < 2∆z < lc, such that iA.C. has many peaks.
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Figure 1.2: Graphical illustration of the two components of iD(k, z). Red: iD.C.(k), Gold:
iA.C.(k, z).
Figure 1.3: Graphical Illustration of iD(k, z).
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1.2.2 Axial ranging
From (1.5) we see that the periodicity of the interference signal is given by 2k(∆z), and
hence, the axial position of the object reector at any given moment can be determined
from the periodicity of the modulated power spectrum.
e relationship between the modulation periodicity, object reector OPD and wavenum-
ber is the basis of depth ranging in OCT. is is discussed further in Chapter 2 using
the specic method of SS-OCT.
1.2.3 Sensitivity
e sensitivity of an OCT system,Rmin is the minimum reectivity that can be detected,










RR, which is a result of optical homodyne detection.
√
RO is aenuated
with depth, due to the high possibility of scaering and absorption of optical light in
tissue, whereas there is no loss in
√
RR, as it passes through no scaering media.
Hence, the signal amplitude and hence SNR and sensitivity is greater for OCT than
for conventional optical imaging modalities, such as reectance microscopy, in which





e degree of correlation in phase between the two arms of the interferometer is given
by the coherence function, γ = γ(∆k, z), which is the Fourier Transfrom (FT) pair of
S(k), and is valued between 0 ≥ 1
e magnitude of γ is determined by the displacement of the arms from ∆z = 0,
with γ having a maximum at ∆z = 0, and decreasing in magnitude with ∆z > 0.
e coherence length, lc, is the ∆z at which γ is half its maximum amplitude, i.e. the
Full-Width Half Maximum, (FWHM).
γ(∆k, lc)FWHM = lc (1.7)
Considering that γ is the Fourier Transform pair of S(k), the axial spread of the
two functions are inversely related. e light emied from a broadband source is in the
form of a Bessel beam, which has a power spectrum given by a Bessel function of the
rst kind. is can be approximated by a Gaussian function, which is given in (1.8) its













From (1.8) we see that the spectral bandwidth of S(k) is equal to the standard devi-
ation S(k). e coherence function is obtained from taking an FT, which gives, [8],
γ(∆k, z) = e−(z)
2∆k2 (1.9)
e FWHM of (1.9), and therefore the axial resolution of OCT, in air, is then,







For measurements of any real object the coherence length must be divided by the
refractive index of the object to obtain the correct axial resolution. Wrien in terms of









We require a source that emits light over as broad a bandwidth as possible to obtain
the best axial resolution. Typical broadband sources used in OCT are capable of emiing
light with an optical bandwidth of tens to hundreds of µm in order. An example, [10],
is an optical source of 150 nm bandwidth, operating at a central wavelength of 890 nm,




Fundamentals of the FF-SS-OCT system
2.1 Swept Source A-Scan
2.1.1 Overview
We now consider a case in which the object under investigation is a real object with
many reecting layers, each of the many ne layers of the object representing an op-
tical boundary with a given reectivity. For an object with N reecting boundaries,
the object reectivity prole, rO(zO), is given by the sum of object reectivities. Each
reecting boundary is described as a Dirac delta function, δ[z − zn], at a given axial




rnδ[z − zn] (2.1)
A graph of an example reectivity prole is given in Fig 2.1.
When the interferometry procedure outlined in Chapter 1 is repeated using a mul-
tilayered object in the object arm, a superposition of interference terms are detected,
with modulations of greater frequency representing interference signals obtained from
deeper layers of the object. e detected interference current for a multilayered object
is given in (2.2), where OPDn = 2(zn − z0), is the OPD of the n′th layer of the object.







Figure 2.1: An example object reectivity prole, rO(zO), (2.1)
In SS-OCT the depth dependent modulations of (2.2) are resolved from each other in
time. is is achieved using a ’Swept Source’ which, in a given sweeping time, ’sweeps’
over a broadband power spectrum. A detector is exposed to the detected photocurrent
at regularly spaced intervals of time, sequentially capturing depth resolved spectral
points.
2.1.2 Broadband Sampling
A broadband Gaussian power spectrum, S(k), is sampled at the source into a series of
linewidth spectral channels, Sδk(k), using a Gaussian shaped lter of spectral band-
width δk. An illustration of S(k) and Sδk(k) are given in Fig. 2.2
As Sδk(k) is another Gaussian shaped power spectrum, with spectral bandwidth δk,










Similarly, the corresponding linewidth coherence length lcδk is obtained from lc,
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Figure 2.2: Graphical representation of S(k) (red), and the ltered Sδk(k) (blue), at three
dierent spectral points, k0, k1 and k2.







is is referred to as the instantaneous coherence length, which in terms of the











To obtain the spectral components from within lcδλ, we must scan Sδk(k) across S(k),
by tuning k. e principle of tuning k to obtain the components of the interfering
backscaered light is referred to as Swept Source Interferometry, and was rst demon-
strated by scientists at UCL in 1989, two years before OCT had been invented. In 1997,
J. G. Fujimoto et. al, [11, 12], later demonstrated the application of spectral tuning to
OCT.
An example of a source that can be used to generate S(k) is a Superluminescent
Diode, (SLD), and an example of a tuneable lter that can be applied to S(k) to l-
ter it into its constituent spectral channels is an an Acoustical Optical Tuneable Filter,
(AOTF).
An AOTF is formed from an Acousto-optic birefringent crystal, which is perturbed
into a periodic uctuation of refractive indices when applied with an acoustic wave,
forming a phonon diraction grating, [13]. A fraction of the power input into the AOTF
is diracted by the phonon grating and emied into a spectral channel Sδk(k), which
has a narrow optical bandwidth, δλ, and a corresponding narrow spectral bandwidth,








Figure 2.3: Schematic function of an AOTF .
Tuning can be achieved because the central wavelength of the diracted beam, λ0,
is inversely proportional to the frequency of the applied acoustic wave, fa. e rela-
tionship, [14], is given below, where va is the velocity of the acoustic wave and ∆n
is the birefringence of the Acousto-optic crystal. Spectral tuning is hence achieved by





A negative consequence of broadband sampling is that optical power is lost from
S(k) to Sδk(k), the magnitude of loss being dependent on the reduction in bandwidth
from ∆k to δk, although some power is lost even if the entire bandwidth is passed
through. For a ltering with no reduction in bandwidth, the loss in optical power is
typically 3-4dB, [15].
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Figure 2.4: Schematic Michelson interferometer SS-OCT system. SS: Swept Source. RM:
Reference Mirror, BS: Beam Splier, O: Object, D: Detector.
An illustration of an SS-OCT system using a Michelson interferometer is given in
Fig. 2.4. ree spectral channels, Sdk(k0), Sdk(k1) and Sdk(k2), with central wavenum-
ber k0, k1 and k2 respectively, are sequentially emied from a swept source and input
into a Michelson free space interferometer. Interference of the backscared light from
the three separate beams occurs from the object layers at corresponding axial positions
of z0, z1 and z2.
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2.1.4 Interference current
To nd an expression for the interference current of SS-OCT we consider an initial
wavenumber, ki, which is swept over a spectral bandwidth, ∆k, in a given sweeping
time, ∆T . Assuming a linear increase in wavenumber with respect to time, k(t) through
a single sweep may be expressed as,




Substituting k(t) for k into (2.2) converts the detected photocurrent from a func-
tion of wavenumber and OPD into a function of time and OPD. Considering only the
cosinusoidal component of the detected current, cos(k, z), we obtain







e interference current detected at the output of the interferometer as a function
of time is the instantaneous power spectrum, (2.3) , modulated by (2.9). For an object
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It should be noted that any interference signal will modulate the detected current. For
a typical swept source the instantaneous coherence length is of cm order, and so any
optics within either arm, introducing an OPD of cm order or less, will result in in-
terference and further modulation of the detected current. is is referred to as the
Auto-correlation current, iAC .
If we consider the Auto-correlation current from the object arm alone, from p re-
ecting boundaries within the object, each at an axial distance of ∆zp = zp − zn from















e time dependent detected current, (2.11), is sampled at a number of intervals in time,
using a detector which is exposed to the superimposed beam at regular time intervals.
is captures a series of spectral points. e maximum number of spectral points that





Each exposure measures the intensity of the detected current at them’th point, iD,m,










2.1.6 Fourier Transform Processing
A method of processing M is to take its discrete inverse FT, which maps the set of
discrete values from the Fourier domain, iD,m, into a set of discrete points, zm, in real








iD,m · ei kmzmM = A (2.15)
Axial Resolution
By taking an FFT of the discrete current, in time co-ordinates over a sweeping period,
∆T , we are eectively taking an FFT in spectral co-ordinates, over a sweeping band-
width, ∆k. e coherence function is hence the FT pair of the tuning power spectrum,
F−1[S∆k(k)] = γ(z)∆z = e−(z)2∆k2 (2.16)
















e interference current representing the object reectivity, (2.10), is referred to as the
cross-correlation signal, ACC . We nd the FT of the cross-correlation using the convo-


















If we consider a single object reector, with power reectivity Rm at position zm,
then (2.18) is given by the convolution of given a tuning coherence function with a pair





δ[z + zm] + δ[z − zm]
)
(2.19)
An illustration of the cross-correlation signal and its conjugate pair, for a single
object reector with power reectivity Rm, at positions zm and −zm respectively, is
given in Fig. 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Illustration of the real space FT for a single object reector of reectivity
Rm and axial position zm, with signal (red) and lc∆k (gold).
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Repeating the process for an object withM > 1 reecting boundaries, and ignoring













Notice the Dirac delta functions are now replaced with the tuning coherence func-
tion as a result of the convolution operation. An illustration of (2.20), for an object with
M = 4 axially separated object reectors is given in Fig 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Illustration of an A-Scan, A(z), for an object with M = 4 reectors, with
signal (red) and lc∆k (gold).
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e complete A-scan
e D.C. and Auto-correlation signals may be similarly inferred to produce an expres-
sion for the complete A-Scan,
A(z) = A(z)DC + A(z)CC + A(z)AC (2.21)
A(z)DC is a Gaussian peak of shape given by the tuning coherence function, which
is positioned at z = 0, and which has an amplitude proportional to the sum of reference











A(z)AC is the Auto-correlation signal from the p reecting boundaries, of either
















We have assumed that k(t) is linear, though this is only an approximation and tune-
able sources will exhibit some divergence from linearity. is is because the source is
tuned in terms of optical wavelength, and linear tuning in optical wavelength does not
correspond to a linear tuning in wavenumber. Non linearity results in a non linear sam-
pling of iD(t, z), causing a depth dependent variation and general broadening of axial
resolution, [17].
Non linearity also results from dispersion introduced by the material of optical ele-
ments within the paths of light. Dispersion causes the OPD between the arms to vary
with wavelength, causing a non linear dependence of k(t) on OPD.
One conventional solution to non linearity is to use a processing unit that will con-
tinuously re-calibrate the output of the swept source to make k(t) linear, [17]. However,
this adds complexity to the system and so simpler solutions are preferable.
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2.1.7 Master-Slave Processing
An aractive method of compensating for non linearity is to process the detected cur-
rent using Master Slave processing, (MS). In this approach, the M channeled spectrum
of the Fourier Transform method are referred to as slave spectra, S. e array of slave
spectra, S, is identical to the array M , with both acquired in the exact same way, the
dierence between them only coming later in how they are processed to generate an
A-scan.
Instead of taking a single FT over the entire set of slave spectrum, we instead take
the cross-correlation of each member of S with each member of an array of Masks, Q,
which are prerecorded channeled spectrum obtained from a reference mirror positioned
in place of the object at a range of depth intervals.
Figure 2.7: Acquisition of Masks, Q, using a Full-eld Swept Source OCT system. Swept
Source (SS), Reference Mirror (RM) CMOS Camera (CMOS).
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e process of obtaining Q using a FF-SS-OCT system is illustrated in Fig 2.7. A
reference mirror is placed at a range of OPD positions, i = 0, 1, ... etc., and the detected
channeled spectrum at each OPD position is detected and saved as a mask.
Q and S are given by (2.24), where the number of elements in each set, N , is equal










A cross-correlation of phase is taken between S(i) andQ(i) to obtain an MS A-scan,
C(j), [18], where j are the discrete axial positions of the A-scan. C(j) is computed, [19],
by,






2.2.1 Signal to Noise Ratio
An important performance metric for any imaging system is the SNR, which serves as









e SNR can be expressed in terms of the amplitude of the signal, ASignal, and the







It is common practice to measure SNR on a logarithmic scale in units of dB, which
is calculated from SNR by






One of the characteristic features of SS-OCT is its ability, in principle, to achieve a
far greater SNR than conventional Time Domain OCT (TD-OCT). is advantage was
rst shown mathematically by Mitsui in 1999, [20], and later veried experimentally by
A. Iza et. al. in 2003, [21].
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Signal
e signal is evaluated at OPD = 0 to generate the largest possible SNR, considering
the loss in signal amplitude at OPD > 0. If we consider a single object reector at
OPD = 0, then the cosinusoidal factor of the cross-correlation current is unity, and so







We obtain the signal amplitude at z = 0 by taking an FFT of iD(t, 0), using an








Noise is dependent on the electrical bandwidth of the detector, B, which is determined
by the lower frequency limit of analog-to-digital sampling, fs. For M spectral points,
sampled over a sweeping time, ∆T , the sampling frequency, fs, is given by fs = 2M∆T .
Substituting M = ∆k
δk














If we assume shot noise limited detection, then the expression for the square of the
detected noise, σ2, can be given by (2.33), [8], where e is the fundamental electronic
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charge.
σ2 = eρ · Sδk(km) ·B ·RRRO (2.33)
We take the FFT of (2.33) to obtain an expression for the A-scan noise amplitude,
A(z)σ2 , which generates,
A(z)σ2 = σ
2 (2.34)
e maximum obtainable SNR of a SS-OCT A-scan is then given by the ratio of the
square of (2.30) to (2.34),
SNRMax =






e theory suggests that SNR∝M . Many factors are also seen to aect SNR, some
of which present diculties. Using a source with a larger tuning bandwidth to improve
axial resolution, and increasing speed by reducing ∆T , are both expected to reduce
SNR.
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2.2.2 Depth dependent sensitivity
e A-scan has a depth dependent sensitivity, determined by the instantaneous coher-
ence function, γ(z)δz . Intuitively, we understand that γ(z)δz will aenuate the A-scan
amplitude as OPD is increased from OPD = 0.
e eect of sampling S(k) with a lter of spectral bandwidth δk can be modelled
by convolving the detected photocurrent with the window function of the sampling
lter, W (k, δk), [8],







From the convolution theorem, A(z) is multiplied by the FT of W (k, δk), which is
an exponential function referred to as a sensitivity roll-o function. A(z) is then given
by,







e depth dependent sensitivity can be quantied by measuring the FWHM of the
sensitivity function, i.e. the OPD at which A(z) = A(0)
2
. On a logarithmic scale this is














One approach to producing volumes is to ood an object with a wide eld beam of
light and to collect multiple A-scans across a FOV using a 2-Dimensional detector. is
is typically achieved using a digital camera with an active detection area, such as a
Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor, (CMOS), sensor. [23].
FF-OCT is typically facilitated using a microscopy interface, which projects colli-
mated wide eld beams onto an object and a reference mirror. An example schematic
of an FF-SS-OCT system formed from a Michelson free space interferometer is shown
in Fig. 2.8. Light from a Swept Source, (SS), is formed into two orthogonal wide-eld
beams, which are reected o a Reference Mirror, (RM), and an Object, (O), respectively.
e two reected beams are superimposed at a central Beam Splier (BS) and reected
towards a Full-eld detector, which in the given example is a CMOS camera.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic FF-SS-OCT system with Michelson Interferometer. SS: Swept
Source, BS: Beam Splier, O: Object, RM: Reference Mirror, CMOS camera.
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2.3.2 Data acquisition
Using a Full-eld scheme changes the M spectral points of the A-scan into M spectral
frames, where the x and y co-ordinates of each spectral frame are determined by the
active x and y pixel co-ordinates of the CMOS sensor array. In one spectral sweep of










e number of spectral frames is determined by the cameras frame repetition rate
and the sweeping period of the source. If ∆T is the sweeping period and fps the fre-
quency of the detector in frames per second, then M is given by,
M = fps ·∆T (2.40)
is determines that a B-scan or a volume will be formed from a number of M
2
axial
pixels. e x, y and z co-ordinates of the spectral frames are illustrated in Fig. 2.9.
Figure 2.9: Volume acquisition of a FF-SS-OCT system. A series of spectral frames,
k(x, y)n, are obtained in depth, z.
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2.3.3 Lateral resolution
e two determining factors on lateral resolution are the focusing capabilities of the
objective lens and the pixel separation of the camera.
Objective Lens
e ideal lateral resolution of a lens can be determined by applying the Rayleigh cri-
terion to the focused airy disc, which is given by (2.41), where f and D are the focal
length and diameter of the objective lens respectively.




e resolution of the camera is determined from its pixel separation, ∆d. If the object









ere is no requirement for lateral scanning, meaning that the speed of volume acqui-
sition is identical to the speed of A-scan acquisition.
FOV
e FOV may be manipulated in real time to control the lateral dimension of each image,
by digitally controlling the active region of the CMOS sensor.
Cross-Talk
Using a highly spatially coherent source means that interference between laterally sep-
arated pixels may be detected, which are the result of interference from light emied
by scaering points along the lateral direction of the planes orthogonal to the direction
of travel of the collimated wide eld beams.
e modulations induced onto the detected current from Cross-talk are mistaken
for objects at certain axial positions along the A-scan. ere are methods by which the
eects of Cross-talk can be removed, [24], though any such implementation into the
proposed systems is le for future work.
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2.3.5 Fixed wavelength
e FF-OCT system shown in Fig. 2.7 oers a xed wavelength (FW) mode of opera-
tion. In this mode the reference arm serves no function and a BS may be selected that
transmits all of the incident light through to the object arm. e swept source is xed
in wavelength and light of a narrow optical linewidth is directed towards an object.
Backscaered light collected from within the depth of focus interval of the objective
lens is detected by the camera. Each pixel of the camera measures a value of intensity,
from which a grayscale intensity image of the surface of the object is formed.
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CHAPTER 3
e Potential use of the CFB for remote FF-SS-OCT probe heads
3.1 Background
3.1.1 Single bre OCT systems for optical biopsy
ere are many single bre commercial endoscopic OCT systems available, [25], which
are designed having an object arm bre isolated from the rest of the system, typically
by housing the bre within a catheter probe. is gives the object arm access to internal
regions of the body, whilst the bulk parts of the system; the source, the detector, and
the reference arm bre, are all located outside the body. A schematic for an example
bre based OCT system is shown in Fig. 3.1, where the blue dashed line is shown to
indicate the depth position inside the object selected by the coherence gate.
Figure 3.1: Example schematic bre based OCT system. LCS: Low Coherence Source,
PhD: Photo-detector, DC: Directional Coupler, O: Object, RM: Reference Mirror, CG:
Coherence Gate.
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In Fig. 3.1, broadband light is emied from a low coherence source and injected
directly into a single mode optical bre, the feeding bre, which feeds the injected light
into a Directional Coupler, (DC). e DC replaces the beam splier of the Michelson
free space system, functioning to split the power incident from the feeding bre into
two bres, the object and reference arm bres.
An objective lens, LO is used to converge the beam emied from the end of the ob-
ject arm bre and to focus it into an axial line scan through the object. LO is typically a
miniaturized Gradient Index lens, (GRIN). ese are cylindrical solid glass lenses with
a gradient of refractive index along their lateral direction. ey provide the same func-
tion as a conventional lens but with a much smaller diameter, allowing for narrow rod
shaped probe heads of just a couple of mm in diameter to be made, [26]. e Coher-
ence Gate, (CG), is scanned axially through the object along the focused line beam to
form the A-scan. is can be achieved in the spectral domain, such as through spectral
tuning as described in Chapter 2, or in the time domain, by translating the reference
mirror. e schematic shown in Fig. 3.1 is sucient for aaining an A-scan. However,
complexity must be added in order to laterally scan the convergent beam in conjunction
with axial ranging to generate a volume.
Methods of volume scanning
Many approaches to volume scanning have been demonstrated in single bre based
systems, all of which require moving parts. One method is radial scanning, which is
utilized by side viewing probes. ese probes are pulled through some lumen of the
body, such as the respiratory tracts, and light is scanned radially in a circumferential
paern by a rotating micro-prism at the end of the probe, [27]. Alternatively, there are
forward facing probes, in which volumes are generated by raster scanning the conver-
gent beam along the FOV of an object, [28].
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Irrespective of the lateral scanning method, probe heads will typically require Micro-
Electro-Mechanical Systems, (MEMS), to facilitate scanning. Probe designs incorporat-
ing MEMS require a driving power source and so in addition to requiring moving parts
are also non-passive.
3.1.2 Motivation for CFB OCT systems
Having only a single depth scan through the object at any given time imposes limita-
tions on the operation of single bre OCT systems. Lateral scanning probes require
precise alignment of components, [29], making them dicult to construct. Further-
more, lateral scanning schemes introduce another considering factor for the speed of
volume acquisition, which must be considered for in-vivo applications.
If the single bre of the object arm were replaced with a CFB, then an appreciable
area of the object backscaered light could be collected in an instance, such that a FF-
OCT scheme with a meaningful FOV could be employed. Multiple adjacent A-scans
would be collected by the adjacent bres of the CFB.
Of the various probe head types, the CFB could potentially be incorporated into the
forward facing design, potentially making for a simple and passive OCT capable probe.
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3.2 Coherent Fibre Bundle
e CFB is an imaging conduit that takes the shape of a thin and highly exible cord. It
is formed from an array of several thousand individual multimode bres, which are each
of µm scale diameter and are wound or leached together to produce a bundle. inner
CFB varieties, such as the leached bundle, can have an external diameter within the
range of 0.45mm - 1.2mm, [30]. An illustration of an end face of a bundle is given in
Fig. 3.2, which illustrates the close packing of adjacent bres.
Figure 3.2: Illustration of an end face of a CFB.
e lateral conguration of bres is xed throughout the complete length of the
bundle, meaning light projected onto one end is transmied through the array of bres,
and a replicated but pixelated image output at the bundle’s opposite end.
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3.2.1 Lateral Scanning versus Full-eld
ere are two ways a CFB can be incorporated as an imaging conduit between the bulk
parts and the of the probe end of an OCT system, which are with lateral scanning, such
as in PS-OCT or with full eld illumination, as in FF-OCT.
Within an PS-OCT system, each of the pixels are injected with light in turn, by
scanning a focused beam along the bulk end of a CFB. An objective lens at the probe
end of the CFB focuses the beam emied from any single bre at any given time onto a
focused spot on the object. Injecting light into each bre in turn at the bulk end results
in laterally scanning the focused spot along the object. e backscaered light from
the object is collected by the same objective lens and relayed back through the same
CFB, aer which a beam splier is positioned to reect the returning light towards the
systems detector.
An example incorporating a CFB into a forward facing point scanning probe is
shown in Fig. 3.3. Each CFB bre is sequentially addressed by laterally scanning the
object beam using a Galvanometer Scanning Mirror (SM). e object beam is focused
onto the object with an Objective lens, (L0), and is then laterally scanned (LS) across
the object.
In an FF-OCT system, the entire face of the CFB at the bulk end is illuminated in an
instance, with light injected into all bres at the same time. e lens at the bulk end
of the CFB functions to collimate a divergent beam from a single bre into a Full-eld
beam, which is then injected into the CFB. An objective lens at the opposite end of the
CFB is used to form a conjugate imaging pair between the end face of the CFB and the
FOV of the object under investigation. An example of a Full-eld incorporation of a
CFB is shown in Fig. 3.4,
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Figure 3.3: CFB incorporated into a forward facing line scanning probe. LCS: Low Co-
herence Source, BS: Beam Splier, SM: Galvanometer Scanning Mirror. L0: Objective
lens, LS: laterally scanning, CMOS camera.
Figure 3.4: CFB incorporated into a forward facing Full-eld probe. LCS: Low Coher-




An eect present in the images generated by both PS-OCT and FF-OCT uses of a CFB
is the pixelation eect, which results from the bundles discrete arrangement of bres.
e spacing of the individual bres sets limitations on the aainable lateral resolution,
∆XYCFB , which is given by the distance between the centre of adjacent bres, ∆d, and





For applications in which an objective lens is not used, ∆XYCFB is simply given
by the inter core spacing, ∆d, provided the bundle is pressed suciently close to the
object.
Reection power loses
Another aspect to be considered is the loss of power due to the back reections at the
ends of each of the individual bres. However, as with single bre systems, this can be
reduced by angle polishing the bre ends or by using bres with anti-reection coatings.
3.3 OCT
CFB’s are widely used in endoscopic microscopy, however, their application in OCT is
novel. e feature of the CFB that enables them to be used in OCT is that all bres
have an equal OPL. e OPD between adjacent pixels is therefore maintained and so
the spectral frames of FF-SS-OCT are preserved through the bundle.
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3.3.1 Common path design
An apparent progression from a single bre PS-OCT system to a CFB based FF-OCT
system would be to replace both the object and reference arm single mode bres with
two CFB’s of equal length. e object under investigation could then be probed with
the object arm CFB, and the OPD of all lateral pixels across the object CFB then matched
with the corresponding bres of equal OPL from the reference arm CFB. Aligning the
two CFB’s would be dicult in practice, though this would in principle enable FF-OCT
use.
However, mechanical stress can be induced onto the object arm CFB from surround-
ing tissue, and these stresses are not induced onto the reference arm CFB. is causes
discrepancies in the state of polarization between the interferometric arms which de-
grades the fringe contrast, resulting in a loss of SNR in the transmied image, [31].
It is practically impossible to articially induce the exact same stress onto the refer-
ence arm CFB. Instead a solution is to incorporate a common path interferometer, [32],
in which both the object and reference arms follow a common path through a shared
bundle, and hence no discrepancies are introduced in the state of polarization between
the arms.
A common path CFB can facilitate both the transmission of light from the bulk part
of the system to the object, and the collection and re-transmission of the backscaered
light from the object to the detector.
Unbalanced Detection
A consequence of the common path design is that is impossible to perform balanced
detection, which would signicantly decrease the amplitude of detected noise.
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3.3.2 Multimoding
To incorporate CFBs into OCT the multimoding behavior of the constituent bres must
be considered. is is the phenomenon by which multiple modes are transmied through
the many bres, in addition to their fundamental mode. When the light output from
the CFB is detected and an FT taken to generate an image, the higher modes act as
higher frequency modulations of the detected current, and so result in artefacts in the
FT image at given depths. ese have no correspondence to real object reectors and
are oen referred to in literature as ’ghost artifacts’.
e number of modes that can be supported by each constituent bre is given by
the normalized wave number, V , which is wavelength dependent and determined by
the numerical aperture, NA, and core diameter, d, of the constituent bres.
V =
pi · d ·NA
λ
(3.2)
e OPD discrepancy introduced between the desired fundamental mode and the
higher mode artifacts is proportional to the length of the bundle and it has been shown
that for lengths exceeding 90 cm, that the artifact image is translated suciently far
in depth as to clear the 2.8 mm typical axial range of conventional OCT, [29]. Hence,
a solution to removing ghost eects is to have a suciently long CFB. However, this
comes with the compromise of increased transmission losses and a more elegant solu-
tion is desired, especially in FF-OCT, where there are greater transmission losses than
for PS-OCT, considering that there are additional transmission losses due to light lost
in the regions between bres.
Another solution, which is a direct consequence of (3.2), is to use a CFB with in-
dividual bres of smaller d. However, decreasing d comes with the compromise of a
lower pixel ll factor, increasing transmission losses. CFB’s constructed with smaller




e CFB is subject to multimoding in an eort to suppress the eects of cross-coupling,
the phenomenon by which light projected onto one bre is coupled into adjacent -
bres, [33]. Light projected into one bre will emerge from several adjacent bres at the
opposite end of the bundle, therefore leading to a blurring of the transmied image.
e constituent bres must be formed with thin external claddings in order to give
the CFB a thin diameter, resulting in increased cross-coupling. e bres are therefore
made with a higher NA than conventional single mode bres to reduce the eect of
cross-coupling. is successfully reduces the aect of cross-coupling, but by (3.2), also
results in increased multimoding. e eect of multimoding is generally overlooked
by manufactures in preference of reduced cross-coupling, considering that CFBs are
designed mainly for use in microscopy.
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3.3.4 FF-OCT
In Full-eld illumination light is lost through the regions of the CFB in which there is
inter bre spacing, [33], resulting in transmission losses in power. e power losses are
wavelength dependent, and bundles are typically designed to minimise transmission
losses in the visible wavelength range, [34].
e loss of light through inter bre spacing is characterized by the bundle packing
fraction, which is the fraction of the bundle face through which light can be transmied,
and is essentially the ratio of bre area to inter-bre area. e bundle packing faction
is typically < 40%, [34].
Types of CFB
ere are three types of CFB commercially available, which are referred to as Fused,
Wound and Leached.
Fused bundles oer the smallest core diameters and therefore induce the least mul-
timoding. However, they are not suitable for applications in any form of endoscopy,
due to their large minimum bending radius of several cm’s, [34].
Wound bundles are formed by winding a number of sub-bundles into a CFB, where
each sub-bundle consists of a xed square matrix of single bres. Wound bundles are
successfully used in microendoscopy and could potentially be incorporated into an en-
doscopic OCT system.
Leached bundles are the optimal choice for use in endoscopic OCT, having been
shown to exhibit less cross-coupling than wound bundles at the near infra red wave-
lengths used in optical biopsy, [2]. Leached bundles are particularly favourable for
FF-OCT as they have the greatest bundle packing fraction, and therefore the least trans-
mission losses with Full-eld illumination.
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3.4 FF-SS-OCT
3.4.1 Justication for SS-OCT
When coupled with a FF-OCT scheme, both of the FD-OCT methods, Spectral Domain,
(SD-OCT), and Swept Source , (SS-OCT), would be capable of acquiring an entire vol-
ume in one acquisition. Both are more suitable for performing endoscopic OCT than
conventional TD-OCT due to their capability of fast acquisition and high sensitivity.
Although both SD-OCT and SS-OCT may be used for single bre endoscopic OCT
systems, only SS-OCT is suitable for OCT systems incorporating CFBs. is is because
in SS-OCT the spectral frames are encoded in time, in contrast to SD-OCT, in which
the spectral frames are instead spread within the spectral domain and must be spatially
ltered using a spectrometer.
In SS-OCT the time encoded signal is generated at the source, such that the spectral
frames are resolved in time before they are transmied through the bundle, and hence
each spectral frame can be delivered directly from the output of the CFB to a detector.
On the contrary, a SD-OCT system would require spatially resolving the light emit-
ted from each individual bre, and hence would require precisely aligned diraction
gratings for each of the thousands of bres at the detector end of the CFB.
3.4.2 Eects of the CFB
A study conducted onto the eects of CFB’s on FF-SS-OCT demonstrated there was lile
discrepancy in axial resolution between that of bulk system and that of a system incor-
porating a CFB, [35]. e system incorporating a CFB was found to have a marginally
reduced depth range.
A side viewing PS-OCT system incorporating a CFB and a tuneable swept source for
depth scanning has also been demonstrated, [36], and has been shown to successfully
produce volumes from non-biological material, specically a metallic duct. When com-
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pared with a theoretical axial resolution given by the tuning bandwidth of the source,
it was found that multimoding caused a variation and general broadening of axial reso-
lution with increased OPD, [36]. It was found that multimoding caused a uctuation in
intensity at the detector, causing the tuning coherence power spectrum at detection to
deviate from a Gaussian function. is resulted in a general broadening of the tuning
coherence function with increased OPD, and hence a decrease in axial resolution with
depth.
3.4.3 Advancements in miniaturization
ere are novel methods being investigated for generic endoscope probes that could
potentially be applied to a CFB incorporating FF-SS-OCT system. One possibility is to
use a GRIN lens at the endoscopic probe head, which could then be directly fused to the
input of a CFB. is has already been demonstrated on a probe head, [37], though not
within an OCT system. An ultra-thin forward facing probe with a maximum diameter
of just 50µm was produced by the method of GRIN to CFB fusing, and was shown to
successfully produce non interferometric images of biological tissue through white light
transmission and uorescence imaging. A similar incorporation of a GRIN lens into the
proposed compact probe head design could be utilized in future work to construct an
ultra-thin forward facing FF-SS-OCT probe head.
Another possibility is to remove the necessity for focusing optics at the probe head
completely, by the method of holography. Such lensless endoscopic systems using a CFB




Proposed System Design and Technical details
4.1 Probe head overview
Figure 4.1: Illustration of the operation of the Compact probe head. LO: Objective
lens, LI : Imaging lens, OI: Object Interval/Coherence Gate, IP: Imaging/Interference
Plane, Red line: Object launching bre, Brown line: Reference launching bre, Blue
line: Coherent Fibre Bundle, (CFB).
e design presented is a forward facing, Full-eld probe, which is cylindrical in
shape, with the axis of the cylinder serving as the probe’s optical axis. Encompassed
within the probe is a novel o-axis interferometer, which creates an interference paern
at the rear facet of the probe, at the interference plane (IP). e rear facet can be aached
to a CFB to form a common path interferometer or it can be projected directly onto a
camera.
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Two lenses are placed within the probe to create a telescope: an objective lens,LO, is
positioned directly at the front face of the probe, and an imaging lens, LI , is positioned
a focal length away from the back face of the probe. An object launching bre is routed
into the probe on to the top of the LO, where it launches a divergent light beam onto
the object in front of the probe. Light is backscaered o the object and relayed to the
IP by the two lenses, enabling the probe to xed wavelength imaging.
OCT Operation
e probe is transformed into an interferometer by the inclusion of a reference arm
launching bre, which is routed into the probe and terminates below LI , launching a
divergent beam of light directly onto the IP. At the IP the object and reference waves are
superimposed and an interference signal is generated. e object volume occupied by
the instantaneous coherence length, from which the backscaered light will interfere
with the reference beam at IP, is referred to as the Object Interval (OI).
e interferometer has an intrinsic OPD between its arms, with the object arm cov-
ering a greater OPL than the reference arm. erefore, the OPL of the reference launch-
ing bre must be made longer than the object launching bre by an additional length, to
ensure that the instantaneous coherence gate of the interferometer and the object under
investigation are aligned. A free space section has been introduced into the reference
arm, enabling OPL to be accurately controlled.
Compactness
Both of the arms of the interferometer are made to run along the same optical axis, giv-
ing the probe head a cylindrical geometry which could potentially be made extremely
thin. is can be compared to a Michelson interferometer like probe, in which the di-
rection of arms are orthogonal, making for a more dicult miniaturization.
e determining factors on the size of the probe head are the diameter and focal
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length of the two lenses. e size of the probe is then ultimately determined by the
dimension of the casing in which the lenses and launching bres are housed.
4.1.1 Optical path of Launching bres
A schematic diagram of the optical paths of the object launching bre (OLF) and refer-
ence launching bres (RLF) from the source output to probe head input, are given in Fig.
4.4, in which OLF is represented by the upper path and RLF the lower path. e light
from a Swept Source is directly input into a feeding bre (FF), which is then fed into a
DC with a 50/50 spliing ratio, which splits the light into the object and reference arm
launching bres. e two launching bres then launch divergent beams into the Com-
pact probe head, (CPH), which interferes the two beams and transmits the interference
signal to a detector, (D).
Figure 4.2: Optical path of launching bres. SS: Swept Source, FB: Feeding bre, DC: Di-
rectional Coupler, TS: Translation Stage, C: Collimator, FS: Free Space Section, OA: Op-




e object arm launching bre is passed through a Polarisation Controller, (PC), which
enables the net direction of polarisation of light passing through the bre to be adjusted.
e type of PC used was a ’Newport F-POL-IL’, a compact device which applies pressure
and torsion onto a bre to adjust the direction of polarization of light within the bre.
e object arm launching bre is output form the PC and input into the CPH.
e OPL of the object arm launching bre is given by OPL = n · lO, where lO is
the length of the bre and n is its refractive index.
Reference arm
e reference arm bre initially launches light through a collimator mounted on a trans-
lation stage, forming a collimated beam in free space. e collimated beam is passed
through an optical aenuator, (OA), which can be controlled to reduce 0% − 100% of
the beam’s optical power, therefore enabling the power of the reference beam to be
matched with that of the weaker backscaered object beam, which in turn can be used
to improve SNR. e free space beam is re-injected into a reference arm launching bre
by a focusing lens (FL), and the launching bre is then fed through a PC before being
routed into the CPH.
e length of the reference arm, from the DC to the CPH can by given by OPL =
(n · lR) + lFS , where lR is the collective length of reference arm bre up to the CPH and
lFS is equal to the length of the reference arm free space section.
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Polarisation control
e amplitude of the coherence function of two interfering waves is dependent on the
state of polarization of the two waves. PC’s are used to aect the orientation of polar-
ization of the two object and reference beams, in order to aect their mutual coherence
function.
It was found by adjusting each PC in turn that the amplitude of the cross-correlation
signal was dependent on the relative dierence in orientation of polarisation between




Figure 4.3: Diagram of ray traces through the probes telescope. OP: Object plane, IP:
Imaging Plane, LO and LI : Object and Imaging Lens of equal focal, f .
Fig. 4.3 illustrates the lens conguration within the probe and the ray traces taken
by the backscaered light form the OI to the IP. e probe head is indicated by the bold
dashed line and encompasses two identical lenses of focal length f at each of its ends.
e lenses are positioned in a telescopic conguration, creating an imaging conduit
between the depth plane of the OI selected by the swept source, and the Imaging plane,
(IP), where any backscaerd light emied from any scaering point along OP is relayed
through the probe head and replicated onto IP.
Illustrated in Fig. 4.1 are the ray traces taken by three scaering points placed along
the surface of the OI. Rays from A, B and C, reach their three corresponding positions
in the IP, A’, B’ and C’.
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Use of Achromatic lenses
Chromatic aberration has the potential of introducing a dispersion mismatch between
the two arms of the interferometer, considering that the object arm contains two lenses
and the reference arm none. Chromatic aberration is a result of the the wavelength
dependence of refractive index, and causes a wavelength dependent axial translation
of the focused beam about a lens’s focal point. Hence, there will be a dispersion of the
object arm about the lens’s focal point, illustrated in Fig. 4.4 by ∆f .
Figure 4.4: Illustration of chromatic aberration through a single lens.
e dispersion is reduced by using achromatic doublet lenses, which exhibit re-
duced chromatic aberration. ese are formed of two lenses, a convex lens of positive
dispersion, and a concave lens of negative dispersion, which combined converge the
maximum and minimum wavelengths over a given range of light onto the same focal
point, with the central wavelength slightly displaced from the focal point. e mini-




e lenses used were a pair of identical Achromatic doublets, [39], with the following
specications;
Focal length, f 40 mm
Diameter, 2r 6.25 mm
λ range 400 - 1000 nm
Table 4.1: LO and LI lens specications.
e focal length of the lenses are given at a specied wavelength of λ = 587.6nm,
which is dierent from the wavelength used. e tuning range of the FF-SS-OCT system
is within the Near-Infrared region, (NIR), λ ≈ 820 : 880nm, and hence there will be a
slight dierence between the specied focal length and the real focal length within the
system.
Optical Fibres
Single mode optical bre, with transmission wavelength maximum at 830nm, (SM800),
is used for the feeding bre, object bre and reference bre. SM800 bre, [40], has the
following specications;
Operating λ 830 nm
λ range 730:930 nm
Core index, n ≈ 1.48
NA 0.12
Core diameter 5.6 µm
Cladding diameter 125 µm
Table 4.2: SM800 bre specications.
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4.1.4 Divergence of beams
e beam divergence from a single launching bre is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. Light is
emied from the bre in a cone with a half acceptance angle given by θ, where θ is
related to the NA of the bre by NA = sinθ. Notice that the light is emied in a cone,
with a spherical shaped front.
Figure 4.5: Illustration of Beam Divergence from an optical bre.
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4.2 O-axis Interferometer Design
e optical path taken by the object and reference beams are given in the interferometer
design, Fig. 4.6. Divergent light is launched from an object launching bre, (OLF), onto
an Object, (O) and the backscaered light is relayed by the probes lenses onto the IP.
e OLF is inclined at an angle θi to the optical axis of the interferometer. At the same
time divergent light is launched from a reference launching bre, (RLF), onto IP, at an
equal and opposite inclination angle, θi.
Figure 4.6: Optical path of Object and reference beams through the interferometer. OLF:
Object Launching Fibre, RLF: Reference Launching bre, O: Object, IP: Interference
Plane, θi: Launching Fibre inclination, (a,b,c): Extremity ray traces of divergent beams,
(P1,P2,P3): Vertical points of IP.
It is seen from Fig. 4.6, that the the wavefront of the divergent object beam is not
orthogonal in its incidence with the object, due its spherical wavefront and inclination
with the optical axis. As a result, for a given lateral cross-section through the object,
the OPL of points along the lateral direction of the beam are not equal. If we imagine
a cross section through the object then at any given lateral plane, ray trace a will have
travelled the longest OPL, and ray trace c the shortest.
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It should be noted that if a specular surface, such as a mirror, is positioned in the OI
instead of a scaering object, then the mirror must be tilted in the opposite direction to
θi to ensure that the reected light is directed into the objective lens at the front of the
probe.
4.2.1 Lateral OPL matching
One of the principle features of the o-axis design is that the two launching bres are
inclined at equal and opposite angles to the optical axis of the probe. is has the eect
of equating the OPL of both object and reference arms along all lateral positions of IP.
In principle, the OPD of all pixels along IP are matched, enabling the spectral frames of
FF-SS-OCT to be preserved.
Analysis
e two launching bres are inclined within the vertical axis of the probe only. Hence
there is no variation in OPD along the horizontal direction of IP, and it is valid to con-
sider the OPD between the object and reference arms in the vertical direction of IP only.
We can dene the OPL of the extremities of ray traces taken by the object and reference
arms and then calculate OPD of the ray traces at the IP. e extremities of ray traces
from each divergent beam are illustrated in Fig. 4.6.,
If we select a given lateral plane of the OI, then all scaering points along the lateral
plane will be detected at their corresponding positions at the IP having taken an equal
OPL. is principle is true for any imaging conduit telescope, because the lateral varia-
tion in the thickness of the lenses introduces an extra OPL, which compensates for the
shorter distance covered by the ray trace through the centre of the probe, compared to
those that travel a greater distance at the extremities of possible paths. e OPD be-
tween the object and reference arms resulting solely from the journey of backscaerd
light from the object to the detector is approximately 4f .
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We need then only consider the OPD of positions P1, P2 and P3 in terms of the paths
a, b, and c and a′, b′, and c′. e OPD at the positions P1, P2 and P3, which are shown
in Fig. 4.6. by the black crosses along IP, are given by;
OPDP1 = c− c′
OPDP2 = b− b′
OPDP3 = a− a′
(4.1)
If both launching bres are inclined to the optical axis of the probe at the same
angle, and at the same distances from the object and the IP respectively, then the OPL
taken by a, b, and c are equal to the OPL taken by a′, b′, and c′.
Hence, all lateral points along IP have an identical OPD, provided both launching
bres are inclined at the same angle to the optical axis from opposite ends of the probe,
and that the free space section of the reference arm is made to be a length of 4f . In this
way the o-axis interferometer is similar to an on-axis Full-eld Michelson interferom-
eter, in that the OPD of every pixel on a given spectral frame is the same, irrespective
of the pixels lateral position.
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4.2.2 O axis interference
e object arm has normal incidence onto IP, as the telescopic lens conguration returns
the object arm in a direction orthogonal the optical axis of the probe, however, the
reference arm is incident onto the IP at an oset angle, given by the inclination angle
of the reference arm launching bre, θii.
e eect of the o axis incidence of the two beams is to induce another interference
paern at the IP of the probe. e interference paern oscillates in the lateral direction
along each spectral frame, forming a paern of concentric rings, which are centred at
the position of contact between IP and the locus of the reference beam.
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4.2.3 Limited FOV
e direct launching of the object beam from a single mode bre imposes some imi-
tations in respect of the area of the object that can be illuminated, and therefore the
permissible FOV. e area illuminated is determined from the divergence of the SM800
bre, and, the distance between the bre and the object. e divergence is wavelength
dependent, and at a constant wavelength is given by the bre’s NA.
An experimental graph of FOV as a function of bre object separation distance, for
SM800 bre at λ = 850 nm, is given in Fig. 4.7.
Figure 4.7: FOV from a SM800 single bre at distance d, for constant λ = 850nm. Blue:
Experimental, Red: eoretical.
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e experimental procedure for obtaining Fig. 4.7 was as follows. Sweeping was
stopped and a xed wavelength with a narrow linewidth was emied from the source.
is was launched directly via a SM800 bre onto a CMOS camera, and a measurement
of the beam diameter performed for dierent values of distances between the bre and
the camera, starting from 1cm in increments of 1cm. For each increment the number of
pixels illuminated on the CMOS camera was measured, from which the area illuminated
was calculated using the known pixel density of the CMOS camera, [41].
e theoretical FOV values are calculated by (4.2), where NA represents the NA of
the bre and d is its distance from an object.
FOV = pi · (d ·NA)2 (4.2)
A quadratic curve was t to the experimental and theoretical data sets to obtain the
two curves seen in Fig. 4.7.
It is seen that a larger separation is required in order to raise the FOV towards
the accessible FOV of the CMOS sensor, which for the camera used in the system was
256.97mm2, [41]. It should be noted that the FOV of the CMOS is also limited by the
selected fps.
e FOV is also limited by the cross-sectional area of L1 and L2, as this denes
the area of the collimated Full-eld object beam incident onto the CMOS sensor, pro-
vided there is no magnication introduced. With radii of 3.175mm, the maximum FOV
obtainable from L1 and L2 was 30.68 mm2.
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Analysis
If we approximate the distance between the object arm launching bre and the camera
sensor as f , then we can infer from Fig. 4.6 that the experimental FOV of the current
system, at f = 40mm separation , is 58.09mm2. e cross sectional area of the objective
lens is 30.68mm2, and hence at the current lens and bre specications, it is the lenses
that impose a limit on the permissible FOV, and not the divergent beam. However, it is
seen from Fig. 4.6, that maintaining the same lens diameter, and reducing f ≤ 23.6mm,
would mean the divergence from bre becoming the limitation on the permissible FOV.
is presents an issue, as reducing f is desirable. e length of the probe is de-
termined by f , and so reduction of f would reduce the size and hence invasiveness of
the probe head. Reducing f also means that a greater fraction of backscaered light
from the object would be captured by the objective lens, therefore increasing the power
of the backscaered object arm. is would increase the systems SNR and sensitivity,
enabling objects with less reectivity to be detected.
Hence, a means of increasing the divergence of light from the launching bres would




e entire working system can be broken down into two principle parts; the operations
part, at the distal end of the system, and the probe head part, at the proximal end of the
system. e operations part is further divided into blocks, a Swept Source block, (SS
Block), and a Detection and Processing block, (DP Block).
e two principle parts can be connected using a CFB and two single mode bres.
A schematic illustration of the two parts of the system, connected by CFB and two
launching bres, are given in Fig. 4.13.
4.3.1 Bulk and Bundle versions
e entire system can be assembled in two possible versions, a bulk version and a bundle
version.
In the bundle version, illustrated in Fig 4.13, the CFB functions to transmit the signal
from the output of the probe head to the sensor of the CMOS camera. e CFB is a Scho
Leached Imaging Bundle, [30], with dimensions given in Tab. 4.3.
Outer Diameter 1.65mm
Pixel Size 11.6µ m
# Pixels 18000
Table 4.3: Scho Leached imaging Bundle dimensions.
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Figure 4.8: Operation and probe parts schematic. FG: Function Generator, AOTF:
Acousto-optic tuneable lter, SLD: Superluminescent diode, DC: Directional coupler,
CPH: Compact probe head, OUI: Object under investigation, CFB: Coherent Fibre Bun-
dle, CMOS camera, DAQ: Digital Acquisition Device, CPU: Computer Processing Unit.
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In the bulk version the CFB is removed and the two main parts, probe and opera-
tions, are grouped together. e probe head then functions as an interferometer within
a bulk FF-SS-OCT system, with the interference signal output from the probe directly
input onto the sensor of the CMOS camera.
4.3.2 Swept-Source Block
e SS Block is comprised of three components; a SLD, an AOTF, and a Function Gen-
erator (FG).
Function Generator
e FG serves two purposes, to drive the tuning of the AOTF, and to trigger a set of
exposures of the CMOS camera. To drive the AOTF the FG outputs an electrical signal
with a sawtooth waveform. is is referred to as a driving voltage, and is transmied
along a co-axial cable and connected via BNC connectors to the input of an AOTF.
e driving voltage, V (t), is given by,





) + vo (4.3)
e period, ∆T , phase, ψ, and peak to peak voltage, V pp, are all controlled by using
the interface of the FG.
AOTF and SLD
e AOTF and the SLD are combined into one source, within a stand alone commercial
unit called a ’Broadsweeper-840 (BS0002)’. e tuning equation of the Broadsweeper-
840 is determined from V (t) by, [22],
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λ(t) = λ0 − λV [V (t)− V0]
≈ 880nm− 60nm/V · [V (t)− 3.5V ]
(4.4)
e tuning equation demonstrates that λ(t) is linearly decreased as V (t) is linearly
increased, hence performing the required spectral tuning. Vpp must be no greater than
the bias 3.5V, in order to limit λ(t) to within the optical tuning range.
e driving voltage output from the FG was input into an optical spectrum analyser
to measure its peak to peak voltage. e measured Vpp was then adjusted to optimise
the bandwidth of the tuning curve, without exceeding its limited range.
Output
e output of the SS Block is a series of time encoded instantaneous power spectra,
which are periodically tuned in optical wavelength by the tuning equation, (4.11). ere
are two stages to (4.11), a sweeping stage and a lag stage. In the sweeping stage there is
a linear decrease in λ(t), corresponding to an approximate linear increase in k(t). e
lag stage is then the period in-between the sweeping stage, in which k(t) returns to
k(0).
In real time imaging, in which multiple A-scans are repeatedly obtained, the time
taken to complete each A-scan is given by the sum of both sweeping and lag inter-
vals, which is referred to as the sweeping time, ∆T . e speed of the system is then





e BroadSweeper-840 has two power modes, high and low, for which the source emits
P ≤ 5mW and P ≤ 1mW respectively. e low power mode was used for adjust-
ments, while for imaging the high power was used to compensate for power losses in
the system and to obtain a beer SNR.
e performance features of BroadSweeper-840, when operating in either power
mode is given in Tab. 4.4, [22]. It is seen from Tab. 4.4 that using the higher power
mode for imaging comes at a slightly reduced tuning bandwidth and hence a marginally
worse axial resolution.
Low High
λ0 850 nm 850 nm
∆λ 55 nm 47 nm
lc∆λ 11.59 µm 13.57 µm
δλ 0.04 nm 0.04 nm
lcδλ 1.594 cm 1.594 cm
∆Tfast −∆Tslow 5ms - 1s 5ms - 1s
Table 4.4: Performance features of the BroadSweeper-840
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4.3.3 Detection and Processing Block
CMOS - Mikotron EoSens® CL Full
A CMOS camera was chosen over the alternative choice of a Charged-coupled Device,
(CCD), as in general, CMOS cameras present more favourable features for FF-SS-OCT,
operating at higher permissible fps and with a higher dynamic range, the laer mean-
ing a greater SNR could potentially be detected by the camera.
e camera selected for the system was a Mikrotron high-speed CMOS camera. e
specic model was a ’Mikrotron EoSens® CL Full’, which had the following perfor-
mance features, [41]:
Pixel size 14 x 14 (µm)
# Pixels 1280 x 1024
Pixel separation, ∆xy 14 µm
FOV 17.92 x 14.34 (mm)
= 256.97 (mm2)
Fill Factor 40 %
Dynamic Range 90dB
Table 4.5: Performance features of the Mikrotron EoSens CL Full
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e permissible fps and Active pixel area of the CMOS camera are inversely related
and so impose limitations on each other. e CMOS was set to operate at a 2x8 Tap-
Bit mode, which determined a maximum fps value at a given FOV. A set of combined
values of fps and active area in pixel number, are given in Tab. 4.6, [41], where the FOV
and fps values are approximate and are given to three signicant gures.
Active area (#) ≈ FOV (mm2) ≈ fpsmax
A- Scan 1 x 1 0.000014 15300
B- Scan 1 x 100 0.0196 15200
1 x 400 0.0784 14800
1 x 1024 0.201 14000
Volume Scan 100 x 100 1.960 3900
200 x 200 7.840 1770
400 x 400 31.40 662
1024 x 1280 257.00 110
Table 4.6: Set of combined values of Active area and fps achieved by the Mikrotron
EoSens CL Full
It is seen then from Tab. 4.6 that fps is greatly diminished for larger FOV, and vice
versa. We recall the maximum FOV of the current system, limited by the lens cross
sectional area, was 30.86mm2. Obtaining the entire FOV would hence require limiting
fps to ≈ 660s−1. If we were to acquire the maximum possible number of spectral
frames, obtained operating in low power mode, M = 55·10−9nm
0.04·10−9nm = 1375, then this





= 0.48Hz, which is slower than




e second output of the FG is a transistor-transistor logic (TTL) signal, which is iden-
tical in periodicity to the driving signal input into the Broadsweeper. e TTL is input
directly into a Computer Processing Unit, (CPU), and serves as a trigger for initiating
a sequence of periodic exposures of the system’s CMOS camera at a pre-specied fps.
e triggering is activated through a Data acquisition processing card, (DAQ).
e phase of the driving signal, (4.10), must be adjusted in order to synchronise
the triggering of exposure with the start of each sweeping stage of the Broadsweeper’s
tuning equation.
Each time a rising edge of the ramped TTL is detected by the CPU, the camera is re-
triggered to initiate another round of periodic exposures. e camera is hence made to
continuously detect sets of M spectral frames in synchronicity with source sweeping.
Determining fps
e fps of the CMOS camera is matched with the desired number of spectral frames,
in relation to ∆T . For instance, if the source is set to a scanning frequency of 2Hz
(∆T = 0.5s) and 1000 spectral frames are desired, then a fps of 2000Hz is required.
Exposure time, τ .
e maximum possible exposure time, τ , for the pixels of the CMOS camera is then
limited by the set fps, by the relation, τ < 1
fps
. We recall that the SNR is proportional
to the power of the detected beam, and so a larger τ will secure a greater SNR, provided
τ is below the exposure level at which the cameras pixels will become saturated.
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Conicting acquisition parameters.
We desire a large M , to obtain the best possible SNR and Signal amplitude roll o with
OPD. We can obtain a greater M either by increasing fps or by increasing ∆T . e
former reduces the active area of the CMOS sensor, therefore reducing FOV, while the
laer of course directly reduces the speed of the system.
DAQ - NI PCIe-1429
e processing of the detected current is facilitated through a Native Instruments PCIe-
1429 DAQ, which converts the electrical current incident onto each pixel into a digital
signal. e intensity detected by each pixel is converted into a 16-bit integer number,
which is stored as an array of unit16 (U16) data type.
4.3.4 Processing method
e processing of each array of detected current into an OCT image is completed dur-
ing the lag stage of spectral tuning and is perfromed by a programme which operates
using National Instrument’s Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench,
(LabVIEW). Several processing loops were developed to serve dierent purposes and a
user interface was designed to give the user the choice of which processing loop to pass
the arrays through.
A-scan processing
e simplest LabView processing loop enabled the user to select, in real time, an A-scan
from any single pixel within a Region of Interest, (ROI). e ROI is controlled by the
DAQ, and can take any position and size permissible by the available FOV. An A-scan
along the axial dimension of the selected pixel is then output, which is continuously
refreshed with each spectral sweep. e user is given the choice from either an FFT or an
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MS cross correlation, the laer of which requires the user to have initially prerecorded
a set of masks.
B-scan processing
e second LabView processing loop enabled the user to select any lateral B-Scan line
across the ROI, again in real time and with the choice of either FT of MS processing. A
B-scan along the selected lateral line is output from the processing loop, which again
is refreshed with each spectral sweep.
Averaging algorithm
An algorithm was introduced into the A-Scan processing loop that enabled the user to
input a number, n, of A-scans to be to be averaged. A simple processing loop was wrien
to iterate throughn arrays to generate an averaged array, which was then processed into
an A-Scan by either an FFT or an MS cross-correlation. When the averaging algorithm
is active, the output A-scan is not refreshed with each spectral sweep, but is instead
updated aer n spectral sweeps have been completed.
DC Removal
An algorithm was introduced into both A-scan and B-scan processing loops that enabled
any given number of initial spectral channels from each given array to be set to zero
in intensity. e modied array, with spectral components of the lowest frequency
eectively removed, is then processed by an FFT or an MS cross-correlation.
Seing the initial spectral components to zero equates the initial real space OPD
positions to zero, hence removing them from the A-scan. is can be used to remove the
DC term of the detected photocurrent centred around the OPD= 0 position, however,






A mirror was placed at the OI in front of the probe and the length of the reference
arm was adjusted so that the cross-correlation peak of the mirror was shied to OPD
= 0.25 mm. e OPD was then increased up to 2.75 mm in increments of 0.5 mm and
at each interval an average of 50 A-scans was calculated from the central pixel of the
FOV. A Gaussian function was then t to the peaks of each average A-scan, from which
their FWHM were then measured and ploed as a function of OPD.
e procedure was repeated to obtain two sets of results, one using FT processing
and the other using MS processing. No method of wavenumber calibration was per-
formed on either set of results.
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5.1.1 FWHM versus OPD
Figure 5.1: Axial resolution dependence on OPD of FFT (red) and MS (blue) processing
methods, and ideal (gold).
e FFT curve of Fig. 5.1 indicates that there is a signicant non linearity within
the system, which can by seen by the general broadening of FWHM with depth. It is
probable that this non linearity is the result of the dispersion introduced by the glass
material in the lenses of the probe. e tuning curve of the source is approximately
linear, [22] , and so would not induce the variation observed. Irrespective of the cause
of variation, it seems reasonable to conclude that MS processing secures a beer axial
resolution throughout the axial range.
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It should be noted that the standard practice for FFT processing is to perform a
wavenumber calibration, which would likely have reduced the FWHM variation with
OPD to the same order as that of MS processing, [19]. erefore, Fig. 5.1 is not a fair
judgment of the limitations of FFT, rather it is a demonstration of the capability of the
MS method.
Air Resolutions
ere is a general broadening of the FWHM with OPD for both methods, and therefore
the best approximation of axial resolution is at OPD = 0. We have suggested that
dispersion is the cause of variation and by selecting OPD = 0 we evaluate the axial
resolution at the OPD position where dispersion is at a minimum.
Measurements of axial resolution were taken with the Broadsweeper operating in
high power mode, with a tuning bandwidth of ∆λ = 47 nm, which, assuming no dis-
persion, generates an ideal axial resolution in air, at OPD = 0, of lc = 13.57 µm.
e experimental axial resolution for FFT an MS methods were found by extrapo-
lating each respective curve to their OPD = 0 value, and were found to be;
lcFFT = 15.29 µm,
lcMS = 15.20 µm .
(5.1)
It is possible that for both processing methods the discrepancy from the ideal axial
resolution at OPD = 0 is the result of uncompensated dispersion, induced from the
material of the lenses and the optical bre. However, the dierences in resolution are




In the rst experiment the sensitivity of the system was obtained, using a window
function with the narrowest permissible optical bandwidth of ∆λ = 0.040 nm. e
sweeping and camera speeds were set to 1
∆T
= 1 Hz and fps = 1175 Hz respectively.
∆T = 1 s was chosen as a compromise value, being as large as possible as to increase
SNR whilst mot scanning at an excessively low speed. An fps = 1175 Hz was cho-
sen to produce the highest possible number of spectral points of M = 1175, and the
maximum permissible exposure of τ = 0.8 ms was selected. e detected current was
processed into an A-Scan by an FFT.
Method
A set of average A-scans were obtained from a mirror displaced at a range of OPD
intervals. A Gaussian function was t to each OPD peak, from which its amplitude was
obtained. e OPD signal amplitudes were then ploed as a function of OPD and the
intercept with OPD = 0 was taken as the maximum signal.
A Root-Mean-Square (RMS) was then taken of the noise oor of each A-scan, which
was taken from all spectral points excluding those in the regions occupied by the cross-
correlation and DC signals. A mean was then taken of all RMS values to generate a
approximation of the RMS noise atOPD = 0. Neither the signal amplitude or the RMS
noise atOPD = 0 could be directly measured, as they are both hidden by the D.C. term
and so must be inferred.
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= 30.015 dB (5.2)
erefore giving a sensitivity of;
1
RMin
= 0.033 dB−1 (5.3)
is is signicantly lower than potential SNR and sensitivity of SS-OCT, with com-
mercial systems having a SNR in the excess of 100 dB, [21].
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Improvement
One approach to improving the SNR would be to collect more backscared light, there-
fore increasing the detected power of the object beam. If we place a highly scaering
object in front of the probe at the OI and approximate the backscaered light to be in
the shape of a semi-sphere, then at a focal length f , the fraction of backscaered light
collected by the objective lens may be approximated by (5.4), where AL is the cross-






= 0.298 % (5.4)
If we make the assumption that all of the backscared light collected by the objective
lens is conveyed to the pixels of the detector, then the ratio of the backscared light
which is detected is given by (5.4). We can conclude that such a low fraction of< 0.3 %
is a cause for the low SNR and sensitivity. is meant that it was impossible to detect any
backscared signal when a scaering media, with reectively lower than the sensitivity
was positioned in the OI.
When a specular or quasi-specular object is positioned in the OI, the backscaered
light is much more highly directional, and so a much greater fraction of backscaered
light is collected and relayed to the detector and so it was possible to obtain images
only from quasi-specular objects.
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5.3 Sensitivity versus OPD
5.3.1 CMOS Shuer Speed, fps
e depth sensitivity was rst analysed in terms of the fps of the CMOS camera, keep-
ing the sweeping period, ∆T , constant. e detected current was processed by an FFT.
Using ∆T = 0.5 s, two values of fps were selected, 2500 fps and 2000 fps, gen-
erating, M = 1250 and M = 1000 respectively. e frame exposure time for both sets
of fps measurements was held constant at τ = 0.45 ms. e bandwidths integrated by
each frame for dierent fps values are given in Tab. 5.1.
fps, M δλM δkM
2500 s−1 1250 0.040 nm 208.91 m−1
2000 s−1 1000 0.047 nm 245.47 m−1
Table 5.1: Bandwidths for dierent fps and M values
e expected expected performance of the system at the chosen values of M are




Table 5.2: eoretical axial range for dierent values of M
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Signal roll o
For both set of fps values a mirror was placed at a range of OPD intervals, and at each
OPD interval an average of 50 A-scans was calculated from the central pixel of the FOV.
For both fps values the set of average A-scans were then ploed as a function of OPD
to obtain a signal roll o.
Experimental roll o curve
A Gaussian function was t to the cross-correlation peak of each average A-scan and the
amplitude of each peak was measured to represent the signal amplitude at each given
OPD. An experimental signal roll o, representing the envelope of the instantaneous
coherence function, was then found by ploing the signal amplitudes as a function of
OPD and ing a Gaussian function to the set of signal amplitudes. e curve was then
used to nd the experimental OPD at which signal amplitude had halved.
eoretical roll o curve
To obtain theoretical curves, the experimental curve is extrapolated to OPD = 0 to
obtain the maximum signal strength, i.e. A(0). A theoretical signal roll o is then
obtained by multiplying A(0) with the sensitivity function, as given by (2.37).
Maximum Sensitivity
e sensitivity at OPD = 0 was obtained from the SNR at OPD = 0, the laer calcu-
lated by taking the logarithmic ratio of A(0) to the RMS noise at OPD = 0, which is
approximated by using the same method as in 5.2.1.
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fps = 2000 s−1,M = 1000
Figure 5.2: Signal amplitude roll o with OPD for fps = 2000s−1, M = 1000. Red
dashed: Experimental, Red solid: eoretical.
e OPD at which the experimental signal amplitude was found to have dropped
by half was OPD = 2.577 mm.
Fig. 5.2 shows that many Auto-correlation signals are detected at various OPD posi-
tions, for example, at OPD ≈ 1mm, OPD ≈ 1.5mm and at 1.8mm < OPD < 2mm.
Considering that the amplitude of the Auto-correlation peaks are within the en-
velope of lcδk, they are not diminished, and so have an approximately constant depth
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dependent amplitude.
e sensitivity at OPD = 0 is given by RMin = 1SNRMax where SNRMax =
27.624 dB.
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fps = 2500 s−1,M = 1250
Figure 5.3: Signal amplitude roll o with OPD for fps = 2500s−1, M = 1250
e OPD at which the experimental signal amplitude was found to have dropped
by half was OPD = 2.680 mm, an improvement in depth range from fps = 2000 s−1
to fps = 2500 s−1 of 3.84 %, which is less than the expected increase of 14.88 %




In both fps sets, the most distinguishable Auto-correlation peaks are found at the same
OPD positions, OPD ≈ 1 mm, OPD ≈ 1.5 mm and at 1.8 mm < OPD < 2 mm.
To give these peaks a physical interpretation we consider the optical elements within
object and reference arms.
e peak corresponding to the thinnest optical element, OPD ≈ 1 mm, has been
interpreted as the interference of both arms passing through the thin glass covering of
the CMOS sensor. e peaks within 1.8 mm < OPD < 2 mm are interpreted to be
interference due to the extra OPL introduced into the reference arm by the inclusion




e two sets of signal amplitude drop os were normalised with the maximum signal
strength to analyse the drop o in sensitivity of the system versus OPD. A logarithmic
ratio of the depth dependent signal amplitude, A(OPD), to the signal amplitude at
OPD = 0, A(0), was calculated, and the result ploed as a function of OPD to obtain a
normalised depth prole of the signal amplitude, given in Fig. 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Normalised Signal Amplitude versus OPD.
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SNR Depth Prole
At each OPD increment another two sets of A-scans were also obtained, which were
measured in order to calculate the depth dependent noise. At each OPD increment the
object and reference arm beams were in turn blocked, and two separate object and ref-
erence A-scans were obtained at each depth. e RMS of the noise amplitude was taken
of both object and reference beams, from which a total RMS noise at each depth was
calculated, again using all pixels excluding those in the region of the cross correlation
and D.C. signals. e SNR was then calculated at each OPD increment and then ploed
as a function of OPD, as given in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: SNR versus OPD.
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It is seen that both curves follow a similar trend, both having a similar variation of
SNR with depth. is suggests that the variations in SNR with OPD are intrinsic to the
optics of the system and not dependent on the source and camera sampling parameters
of M and fps.
5.3.2 Sweeping Speed, ∆T
Two sets of experiments were taken to asses the impact of by varying ∆T to change
M , one at ∆T = 0.5 s, fps = 1600 s−1, and one at ∆T = 0.25 s, fps = 2000 s−1,
generating M = 800 and M = 500 respectively. e exposure of each frame was
held constant at the maximum permissible value of τ = 0.45 ms. e expected depth




Table 5.3: ∆T - Depth sensitivity experiment acquisition parameters.
For each set of ∆T the cross-correlation peak was translated in increments ofOPD =
0.25 mm, from 0.25 mm to 2.75 mm, capturing a drop o prole of 11 averaged A-
scans. A Gaussian function was t to each cross-correlation peak to obtain its am-
plitude. e RMS noise method was repeated to nd a value for noise at each OPD
increment. e SNR was then calculated at each OPD interval and ploed as a function
of OPD to obtain an experimental graph of SNR versus OPD.
An interpolant function is t to the data points to represent the the experimental
drop o prole, while a rst order polynomial is t to the data to represent the linear
depth drop of in SNR when ploed on a logarithmic scale in dB units.
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∆T = 0.25 s
e experimental graph of SNR versus OPD, measured from the system operating in its
bulk version, with ∆T = 0.5 s, is given in Fig. 5.6.
Figure 5.6: SNR versus OPD for ∆T = 0.25 s, M = 500, with interpolant (solid red),
and linear (dashed orange) ts.
e experimental -6dB OPD was found to be OPD−6dB = 1.47 mm, which is
13.33 % less that the expected value given in Tab. 5.3.
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∆T = 0.5 s
e experimental graph of SNR versus OPD, measured from the system operating in its
bulk version, with ∆T = 0.5 s, is given in Fig. 5.7.
Figure 5.7: SNR versus OPD for ∆T = 0.5s, M = 800, with interpolant (solid red), and
linear (dashed orange) ts.
e experimental -6dB depth OPD was found to be OPD−6dB = 1.55 mm, which
was 49.5 % less than the expected value. e improvement in SNR from M = 500 to
M = 800 across the axial range is signicantly less than expected.
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5.3.3 Discussion
It is seen that at ∆T = 0.25 s, the -6dB OPD is approximately equal to the theoretical
value. However, as the sampling bandwidth is reduced, there is a diminishing return on
the improvement of depth sensitivity. is was also observed in then experiments in
which ∆T was held constant and M was raised by increasing fps. e results suggest
that the sensitivity of the system is beer approximated for lower values of M . at is,
a non linear proportionality betweenM and SNR is obtained through experimentation,
when the theory suggests a linear proportionality, as demonstrated by (2.35).
Increasing ∆T is not desirable as this may result in motion artefacts when applied to
in vivo imaging. Increasing fps is therefore more desirable, however increasing fps also
has its own implications, which are reducing FOV and reducing maximum permissible
exposure time, τ . We understand that increasing τ improves SNR and so analysis of
SNR as a function of exposure time is also important.
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5.3.4 SNR versus τ
e SNR as a function of exposure was captured over a range of exposure times, at two
sets of scanning periods, ∆T = 0.5 s and ∆T = 1 s. A mirror was translated to an
OPD of 1 mm and a series of average A-scans were obtained from the central pixel of
the FOV. e signal amplitude was obtained by ing a Gaussian function to the cross
correlation peak at OPD = 1 mm. A single value of noise was obtained by removing
the mirror and taking a measurement of the RMS noise at OPD = 1 mm, taking from
a number of spectral points equal to width of the removed cross correlation peak.
e SNR atOPD = 1 mmwas then ploed as a function of τ , over the entire range
of permissible fps values. For both sets of sweeping periods, M = 800 spectral points
were generated.
∆T fps τ
0.5 1600 s−1 0 < 0.625ms
1 800 s−1 0 < 1.25ms
Table 5.4: ∆T and fps values and corresponding permissible τ ranges.
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Figure 5.8: SNR as a function of exposure time τ at OPD = 1mm. Obtained with two
sweeping periods, ∆T = 0.5s and ∆T = 1s.
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5.3.5 Summary
We can conclude from the series of experiments into sensitivity versus OPD that, in
general, the expected trends are observed, however the measured performances were
less than expected, particularly for higher levels of M .
e most signicant nding is that the predicted improvements of sensitivity versus
OPD expected at larger M have not been experimentally proved. is indicates that
the experimental SNR may not perhaps not be proportional to M , suggesting that the
relationship is non linear and that there are diminishing returns in the improvement of
sensitivity as M is increased.
Hence, the optimum parameters of acquisition parameters are not necessarily to
maximise M . Instead, it nay be benecial to slightly reduce M , therefore enabling for
signicant improvements in either speed, FOV or both, without sacricing any signi-
cant improvements in sensitivity versus OPD.
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5.4 5p Coin Images
5.4.1 Fixed wavelength
Two images of the leering of a 5p coin are shown to demonstrate the systems xed
wavelength (FW) imaging capability. Observed in Fig. 5.9 are the leers ’E’ and ’L’ of
the embossed leering on the face of a 5p coin.
Figure 5.9: FW image of surface of a 5p coin.
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In Fig. 5.10 a xed wavelength image of the embossed numbers ’2’ and ’0’ from the
face of a 5p coin is shown.
Figure 5.10: Another FW image of surface of 5p coin.
e lateral resolution of the constant wavelength images are inferred from the pixel
separation of the CMOS camera, which gives lateral resolutions in the x and y directions
of;
∆x = 14µm , ∆y = 13.6µm (5.5)
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5.4.2 A-scan
Two laterally separated A-scans were taken from the FOV illustrated in Fig. 5.9 , from
pixel numbers in x and y co-ordinates of; (100,101) and (109,132), which represented
lateral positions that were o to the side of, and on top of the embossed leering, re-
spectively. e two A-scans are given between the OPD range of 0.55 mm to 0.85 mm
in Fig. 5.11.
Figure 5.11: A-scans taken from the 5p coin at two dierent lateral co-ordinates;
(100,101) and (109,132).
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e axial resolution of the peaks from A-scans (101,101) and (109,132) were found
to be 16.02 µm and 16.08 µm respectively. e axial positions of the two peaks were
graphically obtained and their dierence calculated to give the thickness of the leering,
which was found to have a thickness of z = 0.0231 mm.
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5.4.3 B-scan
An example B-scan has been taken from a 5p coin and is shown to demonstrate the ac-
quisition process and image quality. A B-scan ROI is selected in real time by connecting
two arbitrary pixels along the lateral plane of the FOV. is is illustrated in Fig. 5.12,
where the ROI line is given by the green line and the yellow arrow head indicates the
lateral orientation of the B-scan.
Figure 5.12: Demonstration of the ROI selection for a B-scan.
e B-scan corresponding to Fig. 5.12 is given in Fig. 5.13. A scanning speed of
1
∆T
= 1 Hz and fps = 1000 s−1 were selected, generating M = 1000. e horizontal
axis represents the lateral co-ordinate along the B-scan, and the vertical axis represents
the depth in spectral components, where the distance between adjacent spectral points
is 7.69 µm and the maximum axial range is 3.843 mm. e amplitude of each spectral
point is ploed using a scaled colour map, which is on a 65.36 : 1 ratio of amplitude to
detected Unit-16 pixel intensity.
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Figure 5.13: B-scan of the ROI from Fig 5.13. Amplitude of each pixel (White-Blue-Black)
is ploed as a function of lateral co-ordinate (x-axis) and spectral component/depth (y
axis)
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e white band observed within the range of the 60th to 120th spectral points rep-
resents the embossed leering of the 5p coin.
Notice that the white band is tilted, with the position in depth reducing as the lateral
pixel number is increased. If we look at Fig. 5.12. we see that the lateral direction of
the B-scan is vertically upwards. Hence, the tilting represents the tilting of the 5p coin,
with the upper part of the coin closer to the probe. is was necessary in order for the
back reected light to be collected by the probe.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Summary
e achievement of the thesis has been the successful design and construction of a
compact probe head, which has presented a new design for an o-axis interferometer,
and which operates as part of a FF-SS-OCT system.
Working results from the probe were obtained within a bulk version of the system,
however, aempts at producing a bundle version were unsuccessful. e particularly
large focal length of f = 40mm, along with the oblique angle between object and
reference beams, made it very dicult to inject the interference signal output from
the probe head into the CFB. is is dierent to the bulk version, in which no careful
alignment was needed, as the interference signal was simply projected onto the camera
sensor, and not injected into bre.
A sucient intensity of backscared light from a reective object was collected by
the probe head for imaging. However, when replaced with a diuse scaering object,
paper, there was no backscared signal detected. As such it was only possible to acquire
A-scans and B-scans from a semi specular 5p coin.
Incorporating a CFB
Aempts were made to incorporate a CFB into the system, with the intention of en-
abling the probe head to made into a remote imaging system. e motivation was to
produce a CPH that could potentially be used for applications in endoscopy and in op-
tical biopsy. However, no aempts were successful. At the current lens specications,
the CFB was a distance of 40 mm from the back of probe, and at such a distance it
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was very dicult to inject the light output from the probe into the CFB. e concept
of incorporating a CFB into the system has not been disproved, merely has it not been
proved.
SNR
e SNR of the system was found to be signicantly lower than the potential of FF-SS-
OCT, which we concluded to be the result of two causes. e rst was probes large ratio
of focal length to lens diameter, which meant that < 3 % of the object backscaered
light was captured by the objective lens, resulting in a loss of signal intensity and hence
a low SNR.
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6.2 Future Research and Development
6.2.1 CFB Incorporation
e rst step of any future research will be to reduce f whilst maintaining the same
Al. is will increase SNR, and is hence the most obvious and immediate step towards
incorporating a CFB. e rst achievement would be to achieve sucient sensitivity
such that a detectable signal could be obtained from a mirror. With improvements in
sensitivity the mirror can be replaced with a scaering object. It would be favourable
to employ a MS processing method for the improved axial resolution throughout the
depth range.
e next development would be to explore FF-OCT aspects of the system, such as the
lateral resolution of spectral frames. Methods of improvement could then be developed,
such as removing pixelation eects using novel processing methods, [42, 43].
6.2.2 Miniaturization
e next development upon successfully obtaining volumes through the CFB would be
to reduceAl, hence miniaturizing the probe head. e eventual goal would be to reduce
Al until the diameter of the probe head would equal the diameter of the CFB. ere are




Miniaturization will reduce FOV, a consequence of smaller f reducing the area covered
by the divergent object and reference beams. Hence, the divergence of the launching
bres must be increased. One approach would be to modify the end of the bres into a
ball shape, which would change the direction of the refracted beam, increasing its cross
sectional area at a given distance from the bre. e modied ball end could potentially
be craed using an advanced Fusion splicer. An illustration of the divergence of light
from a conventional at faced bre end and a modied ball shaped end bre are shown
in Fig. 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Illustration of the divergence from a conventional at faced bre (top) and
ball end shaped bre (boom)
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6.2.3 D.C. removal by o-axis incidence of reference arm
An exciting possibility for future work is to explore the possibility of using the inter-
ference paern induced by the o-axis incidence of the reference and object arms as a
means of articially removing the D.C. signal.
Analysis
e aect of the induced interference paern can be predicted by applying models from
o-axis holography, in which two planar wavefronts, object and reference beams with
electric elds EO and ER respectively, are taken from the same source and superim-
posed onto a detector at an oblique angle of incidence. is is achieved by tilting the
reference beam relative to the on-axis object beam, i.e. tilting the reference beam rel-
ative to the axial direction. Similarly to OCT, the detected photo-current is dependent
on the irradiance of the superimposed beam;
I = |EO|2 + |ER|2 + E∗OER + EOE∗R (6.1)
e reference beam is given by (6.2), where Eo is its electric eld amplitude, ~k is its
wavevector, and ~r is its position vector.
ER = Eoe
i(~k·~r), (6.2)
which we can decompose into the directions parallel, ~k‖, and perpendicular, ~k⊥, to
the area of the Full-eld detector to obtain (6.3).
ER = Eo
[
exp(i ~k‖ · ~r) · exp(i ~k⊥ · ~r)
]
(6.3)
If we take the FT of the detected photocurrent, (6.1), along the lateral plane of the
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= F−1xy [ER]⊗F−1xy [E∗O] + F−1xy [E∗R]⊗F−1xy [EO] (6.4)
Where, [44],
Fxy[ER] = Eoδ( ~kxy − ~k‖)
Fxy[E∗R] = E∗oδ( ~kxy + ~k‖)
(6.5)
Is is seen then that the resulting Dirac delta function peaks in the real space are
translated in position by a distance given by ~k‖, which from Fig. 4.12 is given by ~k‖ =
|~k|sin(θ).
e theory suggests that for larger enough θ, the OCT cross-correlation signal could
be shied laterally clear from the D.C. signal. e o-axis incidence of the reference
arm hence presents the possibility of eectively removing the D.C. component from the
image, therefore potentially enabling components of the image from within the vicinity




A nal aspect that should be considered as part of future work is the phenomenon of
mirror terms. Considering that the instantaneous coherence function is is mirrored
about OPD = 0, we obtain an OCT image both sides of OPD = 0, and hence, if
OPD = 0 is displaced into the object then we will obtain a superposition of images,
from the two sides of OPD0.
roughout all of the experiments conducted in the thesis, OPD0 was always po-
sitioned at the surface of the object under investigation. However, if OPD0 were po-
sitioned inside the object then mirror terms would be produced, corrupting the image.
One possible method of removing mirror terms is by using Talbot bands, [45]. An illus-
tration of mirror terms is given in Fig. 6.2.
Figure 6.2: Illustration of mirror terms. Top: No overlap of object through OPD0,
therefore no mirror terms in FT. Boom: Overlap of object through OPD0, therefore
mirror terms in FT
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